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Abstract: Animal colouration is a phenotypic trait that can provide important information on species
ecology and adaptation. Describing animal colours can be very challenging, and digital images may
help in this difficult task. Obtaining an image with colours similar to those observed in nature is not
trivial, as many factors can alter the final result. Some studies highlighted the importance of a proper
post-production and analysis of the images to obtain the best results, but unfortunately very little
attention has been paid to how to obtain standardised images suitable to be employed in zoological
and ecological studies. This study aims to give evidence about the importance of shooting pictures in
standardised condition to obtain reliable data on animal colourations. We provide a method that
allows to obtain standardised pictures with colours that are comparable to those observed on wild
animals. We used a method that creates an in situ standardised environment to shoot photos of
relatively small animals. Our method allows to fully control lights, the factor that affect pictures
the most. We also provided a test on the efficiency of this method. Using a colour checker card as
reference, we compared the divergence of the Red-Green-Blue channel values obtained from pictures
shot in complete darkness with those read by a colorimeter. The average divergence in RGB values
between the colorimeter and the RAW images was about 4%. This divergence increased when light
disturbance occurred. Our method highlighted the importance of the moment in which pictures are
taken, and demonstrated that a fully controlled method is essential for obtaining reliable information
on animal colourations, data that can be employed in ecological and evolutionary studies.

Keywords: color; communication; database; digital photography; invertebrates; phenptypic variabil-
ity; vertebrates

1. Introduction

Animal colouration has always fascinated the human mind, and it often represents
one of the main features that easily catch our attention. Animals show a wide range of
colourations, from very bright and colourful to a complete absence of pigmented cells [1,2],
and patterns that can be very simple or extremely complex [3–5]. The colouration of animals
can be mainly determined by a two-step process: in the first instance by the quantity and
typology of pigmented cells present in the integument that reflect the incoming light, and
secondly by the ability of the observer to detect the differences in wavelengths [6,7]. In
fact, colouration can be considered a powerful type of communication between individuals
that can go far beyond species limits, as it can even connect the animal kingdom with
plants [8,9]. Messages sent through colouration can be of multiple nature: they can be
used to find sexual partners [10,11], to signal how palatable an individual is [9,12], or to
confuse potential enemies [13]. Some animals like chameleons or cephalopods are even
able to modulate light reflection and acquire different colourations according to specific
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circumstances. Therefore, a better knowledge of animal colouration may enlighten many
aspects of the species life-history traits and evolutionary history [3,14].

The description of animal colourations can be very easy when they show few and well-
defined colours [4], but also extremely challenging in species with complex patterns [5].
Indeed, the colouration of the latter has been often described overusing a series of “–ish”
adjectives to roughly cover the full range of the colour properties (e.g., hue, saturation,
brightness) [15–17]. A step forward has been taken by introducing standard colour checkers
cards, a tool that helps the observer to identify with more confidence a specific interval
of colouration or to have a standard reference in photography [18,19]. With the advent
of digital photography, a large number of photos has been shot and many of them have
been included in research papers to provide a visual reference to the observation and
diminish the vagueness of the “–ish” colour description [17,20–22]. However, “freezing”
the subject into a digital image does not ensure that the stored information corresponds
to the true colourations of the animal [23]. Indeed, the best results can only be obtained
with a proper management of light, and taking care about further additional factors like
camera settings [5,24,25]. Nonetheless, post-producing the photos may be a further source
of artefactual colourations [26]. Very often we adjust colours according to our own taste
(i.e., what is visually nicer) rather than paying attention to reproducing the most realistic
colouration. This process is strongly affected by the characteristics of the device used for
image visualisation and by algorithms used by software to convert colours [23,24].

The potential problem related to the representation of altered colours by an image
can be overlooked (or it does not exist at all) when we talk about photography as a type
of art, but it is a cardinal point when images need to be employed in analytic processes
for scientific purposes [26–28]. Besides a few important recommendations [24,26], little
attention has been paid to standardising the phase in which the photo is shot [5,19], a
crucial step where the quality of the data recorded is mostly determined. The question
«How to shoot a photo? » may have been often overlooked, probably thinking that the
empiricism would be the best solution when the environmental conditions are different. A
very common practice is to shoot photos, trying different angles and distances, until we see
a nice and sharp image in the LCD camera screen. The dogma related to the reliable colour
representation in documentary photos was rarely questioned, and who did so usually
solves this problem white-balancing the image using colour checker cards. Unfortunately,
the truth is that a colour checker card by itself does not solve the problem, but the mastery
of lights is also required. Indeed, colours on colour checker cards change their properties
according to the light intensity they receive, and balancing pictures with an altered white
colour dramatically affects the results [19]. More recently, the employment of a softbox to
shoot photos in complete darkness of wild animals produced excellent results [5,25]. These
authors brought their portable photographic studio directly in the field and shot pictures
of cave salamanders in their natural environment in complete darkness [5]. Under this
circumstance, authors created a standardised condition thanks to the full control of lights,
obtaining high quality images with reliable colourations. However, some limitations like
the not fixed position of the camera, or the lack of possibility of controlling the distance of
the equipment from the subject, did not make this method easily adopted by a wider public.

We here propose a method that allows researchers to obtain standardised photos
with realistic colours, but that at the same time overcomes the above-mentioned problems.
This method represents an updated version of the one proposed by Lunghi, Giachello,
Zhao, Corti, Ficetola and Manenti [5], being therefore conceived to be a practical setup to
obtain standardised images of relatively small-sized wild animals in situ that can be reliably
employed in zoological and evolutionary studies. We designed our method to guarantee a
procedure that enable researchers to directly obtain the most unbiased colourations and
avoids the use of conversion software, which can represent an additional source of error [26].
The overarching goal of this study is to provide evidence that a wrong photographic
setting may vanish the opportunity to record reliable information on animal colourations.
Using this photographic set-up also allows to limit animal manipulation, contributing
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to reducing the spread of pathogens and the stress of photographed individuals [29,30].
While describing our method, we also provide a demonstration of its efficacy.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Description of the Structure

We built a solid and compact iron structure (Figure 1) that creates in situ standardised
conditions to photograph wild animals, similarly to the methodologies used to photograph
museum specimens and other materials in the lab [31,32]. The structure was realised to
guarantee robustness and resistance to impacts and adverse environmental conditions,
making it suitable for very challenging environments [5,33]. The full structure was black
painted to avoid potential reflection of colours during the photo shooting. A white Plexiglas
sheet is attached over the centre and represents the shooting area, over which subjects are
placed (Figure 1).
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but also avoids the formation of shadow areas that produce unexpected colour variation. 

Figure 1. View from above (up) and from a lower angle (down) of the portable photographic studio.
Within picture are indicated: the oriented sides (Top, Right, Bottom and Left), the threads for flashes
and their second slots on removable segments B, the shooting area, the articulated tripod head
attached to the removable segment A. Red arrows indicate the segments; beside each arrow the
relative measure is also reported. All iron segments are 4 × 4 cm.

This area is raised over the ground floor allowing to place a flash below. This not only
allows a quick isolation of the subject from the background in post-production [5], but
also avoids the formation of shadow areas that produce unexpected colour variation. On
one side of the structure (the Top) a slab connects the two columns and gives support to
a removable piece (A) where the camera is positioned (Figure 1). We included different
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heights at which A can be secured, in order to switch from larger to smaller subjects
without substantial reduction of photo resolution, one of the most important characteristics
to properly determine colour composition. At its centre, A has a welded thread where a
camera, attached to an articulated tripod head, can be secured (Figure 1). This guarantees
the camera stability and its perpendicularity towards the subject. Two removable arms
(B) are secured on the Right and Left side of the structure (Figure 1). Each B has two
slots for threads (at 19 and 24 cm) over which flash or a receiver trigger can be secured
(Figure 1). This enables to increase the distance of the flashes from the subject if needed.
Flashes are positioned with an angle of 90◦ in order to emit light impulses in parallel to
the shooting area, and each flash has a mounted diffusor allowing a uniform illumination.
From the Bottom, subjects are placed on the shooting area. A black waterproof cloth is
placed below and over the structure to avoid interferences of external and/or reflecting
lights during the shooting, allowing to create the required standardised dark conditions.
The camera is activated via remote control (Table 1). The full structure can be easily cleaned
and disinfected after each use.

Table 1. The characteristics of the used equipment and the relative settings. The description of both equipment and settings used in
the photo shooting are fundamental to guarantee the repeatability of the study and to allow the comparison of the images with those
obtained using different devices.

Type of Equipment Brand Model Settings

Camera Panasonic FZ300 DiaphragmF8 SensitivityISO
100

Shutter speed
1/500

Flash (×2) Neewer Speedlite
NW620

Guide
number 58

Light intensity
1/128 Zoom 18 mm

Colour
temperature

5500 K

Flash (×1) Yongnuo YN14EX Light intensity
1/64

Colour
temperature

5600 K

Light diffuser (×2) TYCKA EU-TK009 Dimension
23 × 18

Trigger (×3) Neewer 2.4 GHz trigger
FC16

Remote control Smartphone
application Image app

2.2. Testing the Reliability of the Method

The test was conducted in complete darkness, to replicate the ideal conditions de-
scribed above and to have the complete control of the lights. We used a ColorReader
colorimeter to obtain a reference data on the Red-Green-Blue channels of the colour (here-
after, RGB) from a Pantone x-rite colourchecker card (for the sake of brevity, hereafter
Pantone) (Figure 2a), one of the most common colourchecker card used to balance colours
in digital photos [5,19].

We only considered the RGB channel because it is easily measurable, and because it is
the most standardised and widely adopted method for colour description. Furthermore,
to convert RGB into other formats (e.g., in CIELab) the employment of specific software
is needed, a process that may represent a potential source of alterations because each
device has its own built-in conversion algorithm [24], a condition that invalidates the
comparability of the data. We focused on nine different colours (Figure 2a), to improve
the reliability of the test [19]. We placed the Pantone on the shooting area focusing the
camera on its centre (information on the equipment and settings are shown in Table 1) and
we simulated potential events that can alter the light illuminating the Pantone. We used
three types of disturbing events: the height of light source (up-down), the distance of light
source (19 or 24 cm) and four different light conditions, for a total of 16 trials (Table 2).
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Figure 2. (a) The Pantone x-rite colorchecker passport used in the study. The colours measured in
the study are those included within the red lines. The RGB values for each colour were extracted
five times, one close to the corners and one at the centre of the square. Values were then averaged.
(b) Boxplots showing the average RGB difference between the colours from RAW photos and those
obtained with the ColorReader. Boxes are coloured according to the different light disturbance: green
(darkness), yellow (yellow parasite light), white (hybrid parasite light), blue (Right flash sloped at
105◦). Boxes represent the data from the 1st to the 3rd percentile while the diagonal bar inside is the
median. Lower flash indicates that the flashes were positioned 4 cm below the level of the shooting
area. Dashed line separates the groups basing on the distance of the flash from the shooting area: on
the left flashes were placed at 19 cm, while on the right at 24 cm.

For each combination of disturbing events, a photo of the Pantone was shot, allowing
a post-hoc analysis evaluating the potential variation that colours experienced. Following
the recommendation of Stevens et al. (2007), pictures were saved with RAW extension. We
opened RAW files with Adobe Photoshop CC (v. 19.0) and for each of the nine considered
colours we extrapolated the average RGB values through five sampling points: one in
proximity of the corners and one at the centre of the square (Figure 2a). This hierarchical
dataset was then analysed with Linear Mixed Models, a method that allows to analyse not
normally distributed data [34]. The aim of this test was to evaluate whether and how the
disturbing events contributed to increasing the divergence between the visible colours and
those recorded into the digital photo. We used the average divergence between the RGB
values of the photos and those obtained with the colorimeter as a dependent variable. This
divergence was calculated as follows: first, for each colour in the picture we calculated
the divergence in RGB from its reference values and the absolute value was converted
into a percentage using the full RGB scale (255 units). The three percentages were then
averaged. The three disturbing events, including their possible interactions, were used as
independent variables. The first was related to the height of the flash: normal, when the B
segment was placed at the same level of the shooting area, and lower, when B was placed
4 cm lower. The second was related to the distance occurring between flashes and the
shooting area: in one case, flashes were secured at a distance of 19 cm, while in the other
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at 24 cm. The third disturbing event was related to the light condition: (A), no disturbing
lights; (B) a yellow parasite light; (C) a hybrid parasite light; (D) the inclination of the Right
flash was changed to 105◦. The colour identity was used as random factor.

Table 2. The disturbing events simulated in the study and their potential implications on the image quality. Each variable
used in the analysis is described, also providing information on the hypothetical problems that it simulates.

Variable Description Simulated Event

Height of the flash
Flash supports (B, Figure 1) were

positioned at the level of the shooting
area (Normal) or 4 cm lower (Down)

This simulates the different height of light source. This
problem happens if flashes do not have a fixed position, but

it is adjusted every time according to the subject and/or
the environment

Distance of the flash Flash are both secured on the closest
(19 cm) or the farthest (24 cm) thread

This simulates the different distance of light source. This
problem happens if flashes do not have a fixed position, but

it is adjusted every time according to the subject and/or
the environment

Light condition

The light condition is disturbed by:
nothing (A), a yellow parasite light (B),
a hybrid parasite light (C), a different

inclination of one flash (D)

This simulates multiple problems related to the managing of
light source. The category A represents the most accurate
condition, where no external light is introduced into the
shooting area (e.g., complete darkness) and both flashes
direct their light in the same way. The category B and C

simulate an external source of light (e.g., sunlight or a pilot
light) which can be used to set the camera focus. This

usually happens when the photo shooting is not performed
in darkness or when strong pilot lights are used to drive

camera focus. The category D simulates a not uniform light
direction. This problem can arise when flashes do not have

fixed position or when sunlight is used.

3. Results

The analysis identified the distance of the flash (F1,120 = 97.9, p < 0.001) and the light
condition (F3,129 = 121.82, p < 0.001) as significant factors affecting the divergence in RGB
values between photos and the colorimeter: the divergence was greater when flashes were
more distant and when their slope angle was not the same (Figure 2b). The analysis also
highlighted a significant effect of the interaction between the distance of the flash and the
light condition (F3,120 = 3.51, p = 0.017), but no pattern was identified.

4. Discussion

With our study, we demonstrated the importance of a proper illumination when shoot-
ing photos, and the efficacy of our method in creating standardised conditions allowing
to produce digital images characterised by colours that are comparable to those observed
in nature by the human eye. In the absence of interferences, the RGB values of the RAW
digital photos obtained using this method only differed by ~4% from values read by the
colorimeter. This allows to obtain the most neutral white point, which also guarantees
high reliability of other colours (Figure 2b). This procedure also permits to avoid colour
conversions (i.e., white balance), a procedure that can increase the divergence between
digital and natural colours [24,26]. For example, if we use a not well illuminated white for
balancing image colours, the software will convert the colours using a wrong reference and
will produce unrealistic colourations that cannot be further adjusted. Indeed, when images
are white balanced they have to be saved in JPEG format, losing most of the advantages
provided by the RAW format [24]. We want to remark that in this study, we only tested
the divergence in RGB as this is the format in which the camera directly saves the informa-
tion on colours, data that can be thus considered as “primary”. Therefore, our proposed
method allows to obtain the most reliable primary data on animal colourations. From RGB
format, data on colourations can be transformed in multiple forms (e.g., CIELab, HSB)
useful to fully understand the evolution of a specific colouration in a given species [21,35].
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However, this transformation requires the use of devices built-in algorithms, and testing
the conformity of such algorithms is beyond the scope of this study.

Contrarily to museum specimens, wild animals rarely offer the opportunity to properly
check their colouration with a colorimeter [23], while the use of a spectrophotometer
can be often prohibitive [36]. On the other hand, the use of colourchecker cards as a
surrogate, if properly illuminated, guarantees a more standard reference (i.e., we know
which colours are on it) and offers the possibility to easily replicate the test. The high-
quality images produced through our method represent reliable data that can be employed
in studies focused on the analysis of animal colourations [11,21]. This is an emergent
field of research that can enlighten multiple aspects of the evolutionary adaptation of
species [3,14], but recommendations on how to collect reliable data are needed. Among
these, a clear description of the used equipment and settings (see Table 1) is mandatory to
convert data obtained using different devices [23,24]. When taking pictures, we often rely
on the “abilities” of our camera, thinking that what is recorded cannot be so different from
what we are observing. This problem was rarely considered in scientific literature [19].

With our portable shooting studio, we provided useful improvements to the method
previously presented by Lunghi, Giachello, Zhao, Corti, Ficetola and Manenti [5]. First
of all, the possibility to control the exact distance of flashes from the subject allows to
replicate the same standardised conditions when using different flashes, or simply when
the distance is adjusted according to the subject size. Another advantage is provided by the
fixed position of the camera over the subject. Not only does this guarantee that photos are
shot from the same angle, but it also eliminates potential blurring effects that can occur with
freehand-shot photos. Furthermore, this condition allows researches to activate the camera
via remote controls. The possibility of employing a remote control allows to use the camera
in complete darkness (or when covered by the black waterproof cloth), a condition that not
only guarantees the full control on lights, but also allows to reduce the shutter speed and
quickly “freeze” the subject into the photo without compromising sharpening, even if it is
not completely still. Nonetheless, some animals may be less stressed (and therefore more
still) under complete darkness. The fixed position of the camera and flashes proposed in
our method allows to shoot every picture from the same distance and with the same light
intensity, guaranteeing the same high quality standard of RAW pictures. The possibility
of controlling the distance, height and intensity of lights allows to recreate the same light
conditions when we switch to a subject of different size (Figure 3). Indeed, our photo studio
guarantees keeping the maximum possible resolution of the images (Figure 3) thanks to
the possibility of adjusting the distance between the camera and the subject (Figure 1), a
fundamental condition allowing to increase the detail of animal colouration [24].

With our study, we provide the description of a method that allows to obtain images
with reliable information on animal colourations directly in the wild, and helps in avoiding
potential problems that hamper to reach this goal. Adopting an appropriate methodology
is crucial to collect unbiased and comparable data on wild animals useful in zoological and
evolutionary studies [37]. Furthermore, these high quality data can be used by artificial
intelligence to develop algorithms to automatically recognise specific phenotypes that
reliably identify species, populations and even individuals [38,39], or to evaluate potential
chromatic variations [40–42]. By adopting this method, data on animal colourations from
different areas and times can be combined for large global analyses [43,44] even if recorded
with different equipment [23,24]. We want to remark that, considering the numerous
influences that might affect the reliability of colours recorded into images ([19,24], but see
also this study), the proposed method increases the likelihood of the similarity between
the final output and the animal colouration that can be observed by the human eye, but
does not guarantee the perfect match. The best data on colouration can be only obtained
with still subjects photographed under strictly controlled conditions in the lab and with
equipment, which is rarely affordable [45,46]. These circumstances can be unlikely applied
to wild animals, especially to strictly protected species that cannot be brought outside
their natural environment [47]. This method was designed to shoot pictures of relatively
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small terrestrial subjects. However, with proper adjustments, it can be used with larger
subjects or even with aquatic species. Furthermore, this iron prototype served to test the
reliability and the standardisation of the condition recreated in situ. Adopting lighter (but
still resistant) materials and increasing the assemblability of the photographic set-up will
have a positive effect on its portability. Nonetheless, this procedure can also be used to
digitalize museum collections [48]. This work contributes to updating the vademecum of
digital photography employed in zoological and evolutionary studies.
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